INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR
STEM HUNG & CORD HUNG RLMs

!!! Important !!!
Fixtures must be installed according to the instructions provided to avoid field failure!
Make sure all power is disconnected prior to installation.
Wiring to be done according to Local and National Electric Codes by a qualified
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WARNING: Fixtures must be installed according to the instructions provided to avoid field
failure!
Make sure all power is disconnected prior to installation.

Ceiling Canopy with Cord Hung RLM

Stem Hung RLM
1.Pre-wired socket comes assembled to adapter.
Verify O-ring is in place.
Important: O-ring must be installed for Wet Location
seal!!
2. Insert socket assembly into fixture.
3. Slide the cast nut down the leads and thread onto
the adapter. Note: The nut is left-hand thread.
4. Tighten cast nut firmly.

Cord Hung RLM

1. Cut the cord to the desired hanging length allowing an extra
6" for wiring.
2. Slide cord through plastic bushing, star washer and canopy.
3. Thread nipple into Octagon-box bracket and slide the cord up
through the nipple/Octagon-box bracket assembly.
4. Crimp strain relief 6" down from top of cord. Remove cord
jacket just above strain relief exposing leads for wiring.
5. Attach nipple/Octagon-box bracket assembly to Octagon-box.
6. Make wiring connections and slide canopy up onto the nipple.
Thread plastic bushing onto nipple holding canopy in place.

1.Pre-wired socket comes assembled to adapter.
2.Insert socket assembly into fixture.
3.Slide the cast nut down the leads and thread onto the
adapter. Note: The nut is left-hand thread.
4.Tighten cast nut firmly.

Important: Teflon tape or pipe dope must be
used on stem or gooseneck threads, that will
screw into fixture, to ensure "Wet Location"
seal!!

Stem Hung Globe or Plate RLM
1. Pre-wired globe comes as an assembly. Verify O-ring is in place. Important: O-ring must be installed for
Wet Location seal!!
2. Insert globe or plate socket assembly into fixture.
3. Slide the cast nut down the leads and thread onto the adapter. Note: The nut is left-hand thread.
4. Tighten cast nut firmly.
5. If required, tighten two screws pulling globe assembly firmly up into the fixture.

Cord Hung Globe or Plate RLM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pre-wired globe or plate socket comes as an assembly.
Insert globe or plate socket assembly into fixture.
Slide the cast nut down the leads and thread onto the adapter. Note: The nut is left-hand thread.
Tighten cast nut firmly.
If required, tighten two screws pulling globe or plate socket assembly firmly up into the fixture.
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